RareCyte® CTC Analysis Step 1: AccuCyte® Sample Preparation for the Comprehensive Recovery of Nucleated Cells from Whole Blood.
The RareCyte platform addresses important technology limitations of current circulating tumor cell (CTC) collection methods, and expands CTC interrogation to include advanced phenotypic characterization and single-cell molecular analysis. In this respect, it represents the "next generation" of cell-based liquid biopsy technologies. In order to identify and analyze CTCs, RareCyte has developed an integrated sample preparation, imaging and individual cell retrieval process. The first step in the process, AccuCyte®, allows the separation, collection, and transfer to a slide the nucleated cell fraction of the blood that contains CTCs. Separation and collection are based on cell density-rather than size or surface molecular expression-and are performed within a closed system, without wash or lysis steps, enabling high CTC recovery. Here, we describe our technique for nucleated cell collection from a blood sample, and the spreading of these nucleated cells onto glass slides permitting immunofluorescent staining, cell identification, and individual cell picking described in subsequent chapters. In addition to collection of rare cells such as CTCs, AccuCyte also collects cells of the circulating immune system onto archivable slides as well as plasma from the same sample.